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 Humanism and Christianity: Two Approaches to the Problem of Poverty

In chapter fourteen of the Gospel of Mark Jesus reminded his disciples that, “you will always have the 

poor with you, and whenever you want, you can do good for them.  But you will not always have me”.  

This verse stands as a continual reminder to the world that poverty is not a passing issue or only a 

“third-world” problem, rather is a perennial human issue.  However, just because poverty exists (and 

will always exist to some degree) that does not mean that God allows us to ignore it.  As Deuteronomy 

15:7 says, “If among you, one of your brothers should become poor, in any of your towns within your 

land that the Lord your God is giving you, you shall not harden your heart or shut your hand against 

your poor brother”.  God's Word clearly recognizes both the reality of poverty and the requirement to 

aid those who are poor.  However, this raises some important questions.  How are we to best help the 

poor?  What is the source of poverty?  What is the solution to poverty?  In America today there are at 

least two views being propagated: that of Christianity, and that of Humanism.  Christianity and 

Humanism have very different approaches to poverty (in their history, their practices, and their 

consequences) but Christianity provides the way forward.  

In this paper we will examine these competing visions (first by assessing the history, practices, and 

consequences of Humanism before doing the same for Christianity) to see which best fulfills God's 

command to aid the poor.  The first point we must consider is the history and origins of Humanism's 

view of poverty.  This view has both historical and theological roots.  Historically, Humanist efforts to 

eradicate poverty emerged most strongly (at least in this country) during the 20th century.  The policies 

and programs of the past hundred years (from the “New Deal” of FDR to the “War on Poverty” of 

Lyndon Johnson) along with much of the social, economic, and political thought concerning poverty 

have been dominated by Humanist presuppositions.  We will discuss more specifically what the 

outworkings of a Humanist approach to poverty looks like, but first it is important to understand the 
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theology underneath it.  

Central to the theology of the Humanist is that there is no God.  This belief has serious implications for 

both anthropology and ethics.  As one statement of policy issued by the British Humanist Association 

puts it, “Humanists believe that man's conduct should be based on humanity, insight, and reason.  He 

must face his problems with his own moral and intellectual resources, without looking for supernatural 

aid” (Noebel 93).  For the Humanist, Man is the measure of all things.  He is not a fallen creature who 

stands accountable to the unchanging moral law of a just Creator but is rather an autonomous being 

who can dictate morality according to popular opinion and power.  In this understanding the problem of

poverty has nothing to do with living in a sinful world because they don't believe in sin.  And so 

circumstances, society, or oppression become the only logical culprits.  

From the history and origins of Humanism's approach to poverty we turn now to consider the practices 

and beliefs of this approach.  The tactics of the Humanists are twofold and flow directly from the views

articulated above.  From this perspective the two primary ways to combat poverty is through the civil 

government and through changing social and economic trends.  From the Humanist perspective neither 

the problem nor the solution come from the individual or can be dealt with at the micro level.  

Everything is macro.  Over the course of the 20th century the Federal government came to be viewed as 

the engine for economic success and thus as the solution to poverty and economic woe.  As one 

economic history puts it, “The government now took on the function of guarantor, taking as its prime 

objective the maintenance of socially acceptable rates of growth and levels of employment” 

(Heilbroner & Singer 326).  The methods used by the government to maintain growth and employment,

“ranged from agricultural subsidies of various kinds to minimum wages, which were raised under 

Eisenhower; from widened Social Security to lengthened and strengthened unemployment benefits;
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from federally assisted state welfare programs to federally run job training programs” (Heilbroner & 

Singer 325).  The second tactic of the humanist approach to poverty is to change social and economic 

trends.  This can manifest itself in many ways.  From price controls, to the regulation of commerce, to 

tariffs, to affirmative action there are many ways in which the government tries to direct and control the

broad choices and trends which shape our economic life.  

What then, is the result of these practices?  The first outcome is that of economic stagnation and the 

emergence of the welfare state.  The Humanist premise that poverty is environmental and societal (and 

can therefore be dealt with by government redistribution of wealth to change the environment) proves 

to be a myth.  As Gary North puts it, “So many dollars per capita of wealth redistribution on the part of 

civil governments means nothing.  The key is internal. [...] The operating presupposition of [Humanist] 

programs has been external environmentalism, and that principle is totally false.  The problems are 

moral, not external” (North 3).  Thus, the only result of the welfare state is to perpetuate its own 

existence.  There are also serious consequences both psychologically and politically.  As one 

commentator put it, “The humanitarian refusal to hold poor people (and everyone else) responsible for 

their actions keeps them dependent, renders them impervious to challenge and therefore change, and 

places every obstacle in the way of their betterment” (Schlossberg 69).  Schlossberg goes on to argue 

that Humanist approaches to poverty create a status of victim hood which comes to define and bind 

people for generations.  The cycle of poverty begins to define families and communities and continues 

to push them back to the governments and policies which have held them down for generations.  Thus 

the end result of the Humanist approach is to create both psychological dependency and political 

bondage.  By perpetuating the myth that poverty is always a result of circumstance and oppression, 

society (including the poor) assumes that all that is needed is more action by the government or more 

change in the environment to effect change.
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In contrast to the Humanist approach stands that of Christianity.  It should be noted that just as a certain

degree of generalization was necessary to describe the Humanist approach so there is also a certain 

level of generalization necessary to describe the Christian approach.  Nevertheless, drawing from the 

Scriptures and the history of Christianity certain salient points can be made.  We must begin with the 

history and origins of the Christian approach to poverty.  While the Humanist looks back to the 

emergence of Modernism for its origin, for the Christian, both the historical and theological roots lie in 

the Scriptures.

The historical roots for the Christian perspective come from the teaching of the Scriptures about 

poverty and God's commands about how we are to view and approach it.  Two truths form the bedrock 

foundation for this approach: first, that humans are made in the image of God and are thus worthy of 

respect and care (Genesis 1:27, Deuteronomy 15:7), and second, that mankind is fallen and is to bear 

responsibility for his actions (Genesis 3).  From these two points the history of the Church has been one

which is characterized by concern for the poor.  This concern has expressed itself in establishing 

hospitals, schools, and providing for the material needs of millions of people throughout the world.  

Marvin Olasky describes the attitude of 19th century Christians to the poor this way, “They saw 

individuals made in the image of God, and when they saw someone acting disgracefully they 

responded, “You don't have to be that way.  You're better than this.  We expect more from you than an 

arm thrust out for food.”” (Olasky 219).  The theology behind this attitude is what allows the Christian 

to actually confront the problem of poverty and truly aid the poor.  There is too often a gap between 

what we think the problem is and what the true issues are.  As one study put it, “While poor people 

mention having a lack of material things, they tend to describe their condition in far more 

psychological and social terms...” (Corbett & Fikkert 53).  If the problem is seen as primarily external 

(lack of material resources) then the true internal challenge and spiritual need is missed.
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How then does this theology and history express itself in practice?  Again we can contrast the approach 

of Christianity with that of the Humanists.  While Humanism tries to fight poverty through 

governmental action and social manipulation the Christian view consistently takes things from the 

macro level down to the micro level.  Because poverty is rooted in the reality of the fall which produces

sinners our approach to poverty must deal with sinners and the real problems they face.  This expresses 

itself in two ways: first, by seeing the individual and the family as a solution to poverty and second, by 

seeing the Church as a solution to poverty.  

At the level of the individual, Christianity tries to distinguish between the “worthy poor” (i.e. those 

who are poor through no fault of their own) and the “unworthy poor” (those who have brought poverty 

upon themselves through their own foolish actions).  Both types of poverty demand our compassion but

this compassion will be expressed differently because of the difference in situation.  For the worthy 

poor it is often enough to extend temporary physical and material aid and offer spiritual hope and 

encouragement so that they do not fall into despair or self-loathing.  For this group, we must remind 

them of the theological truth that they are made in the image of God and are therefore precious.  For the

unworthy poor giving material aid will often make the problem worse rather than better.  For those who

have entrapped themselves in the culture of poverty which views themselves as victims and everyone 

else as the problem we must remind them of the theological truth that mankind is fallen and is to bear 

responsibility for his actions.  This help will manifest itself in ways which push beyond the material 

symptoms to address the true spiritual sickness which produces poverty of this type.  Thus, individuals 

are encouraged to root their own understanding of poverty in the Word of God and are therefore given 

the perspective they need to fight against poverty.  The home also plays a central role in this by 

showing compassion both for those within the home (children, parents, relatives, etc...) as well as for 

those outside the home (strangers, the homeless, the orphan, and widows).  As Dr. G. Van Groningen
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reminds us, “At its root, compassion is about suffering with others and acting out of a pure desire to see

their happiness (which will ultimately be found in God alone)” (Van Groningen).  This approach to 

poverty includes the work of the Church as well though not always in the same way as through 

individuals and families.  We have already noted that the fundamental problem facing the poor is 

spiritual and thus the fundamental solution to poverty lies in a spiritual message.  It is here that the 

Church finds its role as it faithfully proclaims the gospel of freedom from sin and from the bondage of 

spiritual poverty which then expresses itself materially as well.  This message has powerful and 

practical effects as J.C. Ryle points out, “The world before and the world after the introduction of 

Christianity were as different worlds as light and darkness, night and day.  It was Christianity that 

starved idolatry, and emptied the heathen temples, – that stopped gladiatorial combats, elevated the 

position of women, raised the whole tone of morality, and improved the condition of children and the 

poor” (DeMar 210).

This approach to poverty has profound economic and societal implications as well as it encourages 

both individual initiative and economic stability.  Schlossberg points out the different consequences of 

Christianity and Humanism this way, “Whereas humanitarian social policy keeps people helplessly 

dependent, Christians should seek to remove them from that status and return them to productive 

capacity.  Serving is a higher calling than being served” (Schlossberg 315).  The Christian approach 

pushes individuals, families, and churches, to root their understanding of poverty (both in its cause and 

in its solution) in the theology of the Scriptures.  This theology gives people the perspective and 

motivation necessary to work with diligence, joy, and contentment.  Rather than waiting on outside 

help for what is perceived as an external problem the Christian view frees individuals to take the 

initiative to tackle what is fundamentally an internal problem.  This individual economic initiative 

opens the door for economic stability as the workforce is constantly looking to make use of the
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resources (or capital) at their disposal.  The proper use of capital is the fuel for economic growth within

the framework of the free market within which we operate.  Thus when Christians view themselves as 

stewards of the capital with which they have been entrusted they are properly motivated to invest that 

capital wisely and well.  As Schlossberg puts it, “It is not only legitimate but imperative that Christians 

exercise stewardship in preserving the material, as well as the moral, capital with which they are 

entrusted” (Schlossberg 317).  

To conclude then, we have seen from our study that Christianity and Humanism have very different 

approaches to poverty (in their history, their practices, and their consequences) but Christianity 

provides the way forward.  This point is made well by Herbert Schlossberg as he discusses the contrast 

between Christianity and Humanism (which he calls humanitarianism) on this issue.  Schlossberg says, 

“Once we penetrate the surface resemblances, it becomes apparent that to link humanitarianism with 

Christian social action is wholly untenable.  They are completely at odds with one another, as we 

should expect: two systems of thought that have opposing views of what man is must have very 

different theories of how he is to be served” (Schlossberg 51).
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